Discrimination of duration ratios.
Trained pigeons to make discriminations on the basis of the ratio of two stimulus durations. A red light of one duration was followed by a green light of a different duration, with 900 red-green pairs intermixed over trials. A choice followed the red-green pair; a response to a green side key was reinforced if the red-green ratio was less than a criterion ratio, and a response to a red side key was reinforced if the ratio exceeded the criterion. Reinforcement depended on whether red or green was longer under the basic condition; in other conditions, however, reinforcement depended on whether one duration was two or four times longer than the other. Sensitivity was similar across conditions, for the basic shorter-longer rule, and for the more complex rule of one duration as two or four times the other. Most choices were made on the basis of the ratio relation between the two durations and according to Weber's law. These results extend the findings of Dreyfus, Fetterman, Smith, and Stubbs (1988), and provide a new methodology for psychophysical scaling with animals.